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A Novel Scheme for Protecting Receiver’s Location
Privacy in Wireless Sensor Networks
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Abstract—Due to the open nature of a sensor network, it is
relatively easy for an adversary to eavesdrop and trace packet
movement in the network in order to capture the receiver
physically. After studying the adversary’s behavior patterns, we
present countermeasures to this problem. We propose a location-
privacy routing protocol (LPR) that is easy to implement and
provides path diversity. Combining with fake packet injection,
LPR is able to minimize the traffic direction information that
an adversary can retrieve from eavesdropping. By making the
directions of both incoming and outgoing traffic at a sensor node
uniformly distributed, the new defense system makes it very
hard for an adversary to perform analysis on locally gathered
information and infer the direction to which the receiver locates.
We evaluate our defense system based on three criteria: delivery
time, privacy protection strength, and energy cost. The simulation
results show that LPR with fake packet injection is capable of
providing strong protection for the receiver’s location privacy.
Under similar energy cost, the safe time of the receiver provided
by LPR is much longer than other methods, including Phantom
routing [1] and DEFP [2]. The performance of our system can
be tuned through a few system parameters that determine the
tradeoff between energy cost and the strength of location-privacy
protection.

Index Terms—Sensor networks, location privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION

SENSOR network technologies promise drastic enhance-
ment in automatic data collection capabilities through

efficient deployment of small sensing devices. A sensor
network typically consists of a large number of resource-
constrained sensor nodes. Each node acts as an information
source, collecting data samples from its environment and
transporting data to a receiver via a multi-hop network, in
which each node performs the routing function. With the
availability of cheap wireless technologies and micro sensing
devices, sensor networks are expected to be widely deployed
in the near future [3], [4].

The open nature of wireless communication makes it easy
for attackers to eavesdrop or inject data packets in a sensor net-
work. Furthermore, unlike other wireless networks composed
of mobile devices such as laptops and PDA’s with human
presence, sensor networks are usually deployed in open areas,
where unattended sensor nodes lack physical protection. This
means attackers will encounter much fewer obstacles when
attacking a sensor network.
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Privacy in sensor networks may be classified into two
categories [1]: content privacy and contextual privacy. Threats
against content privacy arise due to the ability of adversaries
to observe and manipulate the content of packets sent over a
sensor network. This type of threats is countered by encryption
and authentication. However, even after strong encryption
and authentication mechanisms [5], [6] are applied, wireless
communication media still exposes contextual information
about the traffic carried in the network. For example, an
adversary can deduce sensitive information from a sensor
network by eavesdropping the network traffic and analyzing
the traffic patterns. In particular, the location information
about senders/receivers may be derived based on the direction
of wireless communications. In this paper, we focus on the
protection of location privacy for the receiver (or the base
station) in sensor networks.

It is very important to protect the receiver’s location privacy
in a sensor network. First, in many sensor networks, the
receiver is the most critical node of the whole network, as the
responsibility of the receiver (i.e., the base station) is to collect
data from all sensors. Since all sensors send data to a single
node (the receiver), this creates a single point of failure in the
network. A sensor network can be rendered useless by taking
down its receiver. Second, in some scenarios, the receiver itself
can be highly sensitive. Imagine a sensor network deployed in
a battlefield, where the receiver is carried by a soldier. If the
location of the receiver is exposed to adversaries, the soldier
will be in great danger.

There are several ways that an adversary can trace the
location of a receiver. First, an adversary can deduce the
location of the receiver by analyzing the traffic rate. This
traffic-analysis attack is introduced and studied in [2]. The
basic idea is that sensors near the receiver forward a greater
volume of packets than sensors further away from the receiver.
By eavesdropping the packets transmitted at various locations
in a sensor network, an adversary is able to compute the
traffic densities at these locations, based on which it deduces
the location of or the direction to the receiver. However, to
perform the traffic-rate analysis, an adversary has to stay at
each location long enough such that sufficient data can be
gathered for computing the traffic rate. This process takes long
time as the adversary moves from location to location. Second,
an adversary can reach the receiver by following the movement
of packets. This packet-tracing attack is first studied in [1],
where the sender’s location privacy, instead of the receiver’s,
is considered. In this attack, an equipped adversary can tell the
location of the immediate transmitter of an overheard packet,
and therefore he is able to perform hop-by-hop trace towards
the original data source. We will show that the technique
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of packet tracing can be used to locate the receiver as well
(Section III). Because the packet-tracing attack does not have
to gather traffic-rate information, it allows an adversary to
move quickly from location to location towards the receiver.
The packet-tracing attack may even be able to trace a mobile
receiver due to its fast response, whereas the slow response
of the traffic-analysis attack makes it unsuitable for such a
task. In this paper, we focus on studying the defense measures
against the packet-tracing attack.

When a traditional single-path routing protocol is used, a
sensor network is extremely vulnerable to the packet-tracing
attack, as the routing paths are fixed and point to the receiver.
By eavesdropping the packet transmission, an adversary is able
to move one hop along the shortest path towards the receiver
for each packet overheard.

In order to protect the receiver’s location privacy, we
propose a couple of countermeasures against the packet-
tracing attack. First, we propose a new location-privacy routing
protocol, called LPR, to provide path diversity. Second, we
combine this routing protocol with fake packet injection to
minimize the information that an adversary can deduce from
the overheard packets about the direction towards the receiver.
Under such a protection scheme, an adversary can hardly
distinguish between real packets and fake packets, or tell
which direction is towards the receiver.

Defending against the packet-tracing attack is a challenging
problem. Cryptography does not help because the adversary
deduces information simply by overhearing and following
the radio transmissions. In order to remove the directional
property in the movement of packets destined for a receiver,
a considerable number of obfuscating transmissions have to
be made. Path diversity provided by LPR inevitably leads to
longer routing paths, and transmitting fake packets consumes
extra energy. The stronger the protection for the receiver is
required, the higher the overhead will be. To address the
overhead problem, we design our system in such a way
that one can easily tune the tradeoff between the protection
strength and the overhead introduced in the network. It should
also be noted that, if the security of the receiver is of great
importance, overhead may be a price that one has to pay even
in sensor networks, when better alternatives do not exist.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the related work. Section III defines the problem
model. Section IV proposes our new scheme for location
privacy protection. Section V presents the analytical results.
Section VI evaluates the performance of our defense scheme
by simulations. Finally, Section VII draws the conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, location privacy has gained more and more at-
tention. Different approaches are designed to protect users’
privacy in location tracking systems [7], [8], [9], [10], which
determine the users’ positions for location-based services.
Spreitzer et al. [7] make use of a location broker residing
at the middleware layer. Hoh et al. [8] create path confusion
by crossing paths in areas where at least two users meet.
Gruteser et al. [9] perturb the sensed location data to meet
the k-anonymity criterion. Al-Muhtadi et al. [10] preserve

location privacy through a hierarchy of “mist routers” and a
handle-based virtual circuit routing protocol. Location privacy
in these studies is content-oriented, where location information
is collected and protected as the users’ private data.

Onion routing [11] is designed to provide anonymous
communications that are resistant against eavesdropping and
traffic-analysis attacks on the Internet. Its goal is to hide
the identities of the end hosts in a communication session.
Designed for the conventional Internet, onion routing employs
different network and threat models from the ones suitable for
the location-privacy problem in sensor networks. Furthermore,
the large communication/computation overhead introduced by
onion routing makes it too expensive to be used in sen-
sor networks. MASK [12] deals with passive eavesdropping
attacks in mobile ad hoc networks. It conceals the nodes’
network/MAC addresses in order to achieve anonymity in
communications. But the paper does not specifically consider
the packet-tracing attack.

In [2], Deng et al. address the problem of how to hide
the location of the base station in a sensor network. A
protection method called DEFP (Differential Enforced Fractal
Propagation) is proposed in their work, in which techniques of
multi-path routing and fake message injection are introduced.
However, the work concentrates on the traffic-analysis attack,
which determines the base station’s location through the
measurement of traffic rates at various locations. We have
pointed out that the traffic-analysis attack takes longer time to
find a receiver than the packet-tracing attack. The simulation
results in Section VI will demonstrate that the method in
[2] does not perform well in defending against the packet-
tracing attack. In [13], Deng et al. propose another technique
for protecting the base station against traffic-rate analysis
attacks. The transmission times of the packets are randomly
delayed in order to hide the traffic pattern and the parent-child
relationship under a certain traffic rate model. However, this
approach introduces extra delay for delivering packets in a
sensor network.

In [1], [14], a routing protocol called Phantom routing
is designed to protect the location privacy of source nodes
(senders) in a sensor network. In Phantom routing, every
packet takes a random walk before reaching the sink, which
makes it harder for an adversary to trace the movement of
packets. However, even with the ability to alter routing paths
randomly, Phantom routing can not protect the receiver’s
location privacy well, because when there are many source
nodes in a sensor network, the traffic as a whole still points
to the receiver. In [15], a source-sink based random walk
is proposed to defend the location privacy of source nodes
against a particular type of attacks. This approach cannot
protect the receiver, for the same reason that randomized
routing alone cannot change the general trend of the traffic
as a whole from flowing towards the receiver.

III. NETWORK AND THREAT MODELS

A. Network Model

A sensor network consists of a receiver and a number
of sensors, deployed in a certain region. Each sensor has a
transmission range of r. If the distance between two sensors
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is no more than r, they can directly communicate with each
other. We do not assume a specific MAC protocol. The link-
layer transmission is performed by local broadcast, which is
common for wireless medium. Source nodes are those sensors
that report data to the receiver. Any sensor can become a
source node as long as it has something to report to the
receiver. We assume that, after a sensor becomes a source
node, it periodically sends packets to the receiver for a certain
period of time. The receiver has two basic functions: a)
broadcasting beacon packets to build the routing structure
and b) receiving data packets from all source nodes. Since
this paper focuses on contextual privacy, we assume that
adversaries can only overhear the packet transmissions but not
their actual content. This content protection can be achieved
through an encryption method such as [5]. The receiver may
move to a new location to receive data. When it is on the move,
we assume the receiver is not receiving packets because the
existing routing structure still points to its previous stationary
location. Obviously, the packet-tracing attack is ineffective
when the receiver is mobile. The adversary would trace to
the previous stationary location while the receiver has already
moved away. Once the receiver arrives at its next stationary
location, it broadcasts beacon packets to rebuild the routing
structure before receiving data packets.

In order to collect data from the field, a routing protocol
is needed for packets to be forwarded from sources to the
receiver. Theoretically, a broadcast protocol can be used, in
which every data packet is flooded to all nodes in the whole
network, including the receiver. Broadcast is extensively used
in the route discovery phase of many routing protocols such
as AODV [16], and improvement is made in other works
[17], [18], [19]. A broadcast protocol is able to achieve
location privacy for the receiver because, under broadcast
routing, every packet is equally forwarded to all directions and
every node in the network “receives” a copy of the packet,
which makes it impossible for an adversary to tell which
direction points to the receiver. However, broadcast routing has
an extremely high energy cost, which renders this approach
impractical. Another security problem of broadcast routing is
that it quickly exposes the locations of all sensors in a network.

Many routing protocols establish a single path from each
source node to the receiver. One of such protocols is described
as follows. Each time the receiver moves to a new location,
it broadcasts a beacon packet in the network. When a node
receives a beacon for the first time, it forwards the beacon to
its neighbors by a local broadcast. The beacon roughly follows
a shortest-path tree to all sensors, which record their parents
as the next hops to the receiver. Data packets will then follow
the reverse direction of the broadcast tree towards the receiver.
This procedure is similar to the interest propagation phase and
the data propagation phase in the directed diffusion scheme
[20], where ”gradients” from each node towards the receiver
are first built before data packets can be routed. As explained
in the introduction, single-path routing is vulnerable to the
packet-tracing attack.

Because single-path routing is not safe for the receiver and
broadcast routing is not practical, a different routing scheme is
needed. In this paper, we propose a new routing protocol with
fake packet injection to protect the receiver’s location privacy.
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Fig. 1. Behavior of the adversary.

The protocol makes a tunable tradeoff between protection
strength and overhead.

B. Adversary Model

Before studying the problem of location privacy, we first
characterize the adversary: what he can do and what he cannot
do. We assume the adversary has the following characteristics,
some of which are borrowed from the ”hunter-panda” game
in [1].
• The only goal of the adversary is to capture the receiver.

He does not interfere with the proper functioning of the
network. He is informed, which means he always knows the
protection strategy being used in the system.
• The adversary is equipped with supporting devices, such

as antenna and spectrum analyzers, so that he can measure the
arrival angle of a packet as well as the strength of the signal.
From these two measurements, after he overhears a signal, he
is able to estimate the location of the sending node. For the
purpose of simplicity, we assume the hearing radius of the
adversary is equal to the sensor’s transmission range r.
• The adversary can choose to follow a packet, or stay

at the same place to capture and analyze more packets. The
movement of the adversary is far slower than the movement
of a packet in the network.
• The adversary has memory so that he can remember his

path and do backtracking. When the adversary stays at a node
and cannot hear any packet for a long time, he can choose to
step back to his previous locations.
• Finally, the adversary is able to find the receiver visually

when he is close enough to the receiver.

C. Packet Tracing

Because a packet is transmitted as a local broadcast, an
adversary overhearing the transmission can only tell the
location of the immediate transmitter but not the location of
the node that is receiving the packet. Let us illustrate how an
adversary traces packets in a sensor network by an example in
Fig. 1. Suppose the adversary resides at node A. He overhears
a transmission made from node B. Shortly after, he overhears
a transmission from node A. Then, he overhears a transmission
from node C1, which reveals the location of C1. For now, we
ignore the arrow from A to C2 in the figure. Based on the
above sequence of transmissions, the adversary learns that a
packet was sent from B to A and then to C1. The adversary
will move to C1, hoping that he is one hop closer to the
receiver.
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In order to camouflage the movement of the real packet,
node A may send a fake packet to C2, as shown in the
figure. After overhearing two transmissions from A and then
two subsequent transmissions from C1 and C2 respectively,
the adversary knows that the packet from B to A has been
forwarded to either C1 or C2, and he has to pick one to trace.
In this example, the adversary may guess that the packet sent
to C1 is the real one and the one to C2 is a fake. The reason
is that, with respect to the forwarding line from B to A, the
deviation of C2 from this line is greater than that of C1.
Because the goal of the routing protocols is to deliver a packet
to its destination along a path that is as short as possible, the
adversary reasonably decides that C1 has a greater chance to
be the real next hop to the receiver. This analysis demonstrates
the ability of an adversary to infer the receiver’s location
through information overheard locally.

There are other types of information analysis. For example,
an adversary may stay at one position and keep eavesdropping
there for a while. After overhearing a sufficient number of
packets, the adversary can determine the neighbor node or the
direction that gets the most number of packets, and then he
will move to that direction. To provide robust protection for
the receiver, we must carefully design our system to resist the
adversary from doing these kinds of analysis.

IV. DISTRIBUTED SOLUTION FOR LOCATION PRIVACY

A. Location Privacy Routing (LPR)

Traditional routing cannot protect the receiver’s location
privacy because all packets from a source node are routed
along a fixed (shortest) path towards the receiver. An adversary
is able to move one hop closer to the receiver for each packet
overheard. We take two steps to remedy this problem. First,
we design a location-privacy routing protocol (LPR), which
randomizes the routing paths so that the forwarding direction
of packets is not always towards the receiver. Statistically,
the adversary has to take many more hops before reaching
the receiver because he is frequently deviated towards wrong
directions due to randomized routing. Second, in the next
subsection, we will augment LPR with fake packets such
that the probability of forwarding a packet to any neighbor is
equalized, which makes the overheard packets useless to the
adversary. With these two solutions, if the adversary follows
the overheard packets, his path will become a completely
random (instead of directed) one. In the following, we describe
the protocol of LPR.

To support LPR, each sensor divides its neighbors into two
lists: 1) a closer list, consisting of neighbors that are closer
to the receiver, called closer neighbors, and 2) a further list,
consisting of neighbors that are further (or at equal distance)
from the receiver, called further neighbors.1 If every sensor
knows its own, the receiver’s, and the neighbors’ geographic
locations, these two lists can be easily constructed based on
the Euclidean distances between the nodes. For example, in
Fig. 1, node A has two further neighbors, B and C2, and

1The terms, “closer” and “further”, are used with respected to the receiver.
For example, when we say that j be a closer neighbor of sensor i and k a
further neighbor, we do not mean j is closer to i than k does. We mean that
j is closer to the receiver than i does and k is further from the receiver.

it has one closer neighbor, c1. If geographic locations are
not known, we can build the two lists as follows. Each time
the receiver moves to a new position, it broadcasts a beacon
packet in the network. This packet carries a hop count whose
initial value is zero. When a sensor receives the beacon for
the first time, it increments the hop count in the packet by
one, records the hop count, and forwards the packet to its
neighbors. After the beacon broadcast completes, neighbors
exchange their recorded hop counts, based on which they
construct their closer/further lists. We emphasize that the
beacon broadcast does not expose the receiver’s location. First,
it happens only once a time after the receiver gets to a new
position. An adversary can only make one movement based on
this broadcast.2 Second, due to the assumption that the packet
content is protected by an encryption method, the adversary
cannot distinguish between beacon packets and fake packets
that will be introduced in the next subsection.

After the closer/further lists are built, LPR works as follows.
When a sensor forwards a packet, it randomly selects a
neighbor from one of its two lists as the next hop. More
specifically, it selects the next hop from the further list with
probability Pf , and from the closer list with probability 1−Pf ,
where Pf is a system parameter. Because the next hop is
randomly selected, the routing path for packets from the same
source node to the receiver is randomized, and a packet is not
always forwarded towards the receiver.

Let nc be the number of closer neighbors, nf be the number
of further neighbors, and λ = nc

nf
. The probability for a

packet to be forwarded to a closer neighbor is 1−Pf

nc
, and

the probability to a further neighbor is Pf

nf
. The ratio of these

two probabilities is 1−Pf

Pf λ . The following property obviously
holds.

Property 1: For any sensor i that is not in the immediate
neighborhood of the receiver, under LPR, a) the expected
packet rate from i to any closer neighbor is the same, b) the
expected packet rate from i to any further neighbor is also the
same, and c) the ratio of these two expected rates is 1−Pf

Pf λ .
On one hand, if the sensors mostly choose their next hops

from the closer lists, the routing paths will be short and
the energy efficiency will be good. However, the protection
for the receiver’s location privacy becomes weak because,
by following the overheard packets, an adversary can still
move quickly towards the receiver. On the other hand, if the
sensors frequently choose the next hops from the further lists,
the energy efficiency will be lower, but the protection for
location privacy will be strengthened because the adversary
will be frequently diverted away from the receiver. Therefore,
there exists a tradeoff between energy efficiency and location
privacy. The tradeoff can be tuned by adjusting the value of
Pf .

Suppose the closer/further lists are constructed based on the
hop distance to the receiver. Consider a packet that is d hops
away from the receiver. Let xd be the expected number of
hops the packet has to travel before reaching the receiver. In

2Recall that we assume the movement of the adversary is far slower than
the movement of packets. When the broadcast “wave” passes the adversary,
he has the chance of making one move and, after that, he is behind the front
of the broadcast wave.
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order for xd to be finite, Pf has to be smaller than 50%. We
have the following difference inequality.

xd ≤ 1 + xd+1Pf + xd−1(1 − Pf ) (1)

After making one hop, with a probability of Pf , the packet is
forwarded to a neighbor further away and has to take up to
xd+1 additional hops on average to reach the receiver. With a
probability of (1−Pf ), the packet is forwarded to a neighbor
in the closer list and has to take xd−1 additional hops on
average. Note that the further list includes those neighbors that
are at the same distance to the receiver. Therefore, xd+1Pf

is an over-estimation for the average additional hops from
a neighbor in the further list to the receiver. Consequently,
the right side is an upper bound of xd. Solving the above
difference inequality, we have

xd ≤ d

1 − 2Pf

The expected length of the routing path in LPR is 1
1−2Pf

times
that of the shortest path. Below we discuss the strength and
weakness of LPR.

Strength : In LPR, the next hop from a sensor to the
receiver is not fixed. Sometimes the next hop does not even
point to the receiver, which makes it harder to perform the
packet-tracing attack. As a routing protocol, LPR guarantees
every packet to be delivered to the receiver, as long as Pf <
50%. It is easy to implement and only require one broadcast
from the receiver (each time it moves to a new position)
to setup the routing structure. It is flexible, allowing an
application to tune the tradeoff between energy efficiency and
protection strength through a system parameter.

Weakness : If we apply LPR alone, the protection for
location privacy will not be strong enough because the overall
traffic trend in the network still points towards the receiver.
Although this problem can be alleviated by setting a higher
value for Pf , it will lead to longer delay for packet delivery
and higher energy cost. As we have discussed in Section III,
the adversary can stay at one location and keep eavesdropping
there for a certain period of time. Because Pf must be smaller
than 50%, packets are more likely to be forwarded to the
neighbors from the closer list, and the average direction of
those neighbors points towards the receiver. Therefore, after
overhearing enough packets, the adversary is able to figure out
a direction along which he can search for the receiver.

To address the above weakness, we introduce an additional
mechanism to smooth out the traffic trend by sending fake
packets towards the opposite direction of the receiver. Fake
packets are also used in the algorithm proposed in [2].
However, our work differs from theirs by that our goal
of injecting fake packets is to minimize local information
exposed to adversaries, whereas their goal is to modulate the
whole traffic pattern in a network. The fake packet injection
introduced here must be combined with the LPR routing
protocol to take effect.

B. Fake Packet Injection

The basic idea of fake packet injection is that when a sensor
node forwards a real data packet, it may generate a fake

packet and transmit it to a neighbor randomly chosen from
the further list. The transmission of the fake packet does
not have to happen right after (or before) the real packet. A
random delay can be introduced between them. Attracted by
this fake packet, the adversary may trace to a wrong direction
instead of the real next hop.

A system parameter Mfake specifies the maximum number
of hops it will be forwarded away from the receiver. On one
hand, a larger value for Mfake will lead to more traffic flowing
away from the receiver, increasing the capability of misleading
the adversary. On the other hand, a larger value for Mfake

will also lead to higher energy consumption. It should be
emphasized that Mfake has to be at least 2 hops. When Mfake

is one hop, the next-hop sensor will not retransmit the fake
packet, which can be detected by the adversary. When a node
receives a fake packet, it does the following.

(1) The node decrements the TTL field (initialized to be
Mfake) of the packet by one.

(2) If the TTL field is positive, the node randomly chooses
a neighbor from its further list and forwards the fake packet
to that neighbor.

(3) If the TTL field is zero, the node discards the fake
packet.

The injection of fake packets can effectively enhance the
protection of the receiver’s location privacy. However, the
cost is also high. To control the tradeoff between energy
consumption and protection strength, we introduce another
system parameter Pfake, specifying the probability at which a
node generates a fake packet when it forwards a real packet.
The higher the value of Pfake, the more the number of fake
packets that will be generated, and the more the energy that
will be consumed. By adjusting this parameter, one can tune
the tradeoff between security strength and energy cost. Based
on the above design of fake packet injection, we can easily
derive the following property.

Property 2: For any sensor i that is not in the immediate
neighborhood of the receiver, under LPR with fake packet
injection, a) the expected packet rate from i to any closer
neighbor is the same, and b) the expected packet rate from i
to any further neighbor is also the same.

Because no fake packets are sent to closer neighbors,
directly from Property 1, we have that the expected rate from
i to any closer neighbor is the same. Because fake packets
are sent to further neighbors uniformly at random, we also
have that the expected rate to any further neighbor is the
same. However, the above two expected rates, one for closer
neighbors and one for further neighbors, may be different,
depending on the values of the system parameters.

Under LPR with fake packet injection, if the system param-
eters (Pf , Mfake, and Pfake) are appropriately set such that
the following objectives are met, then it is very hard for an
adversary to infer the direction towards the receiver based on
packets overheard locally. A further (or closer) direction refers
to a direction that moves away (or closer to) to the receiver.
• Departure-rate objective: At most sensors, outgoing

packets are sent to all directions with nearly equal rates.
Although the overall trend is that more real packets are sent
to closer directions, this trend is balanced by fake packets sent
to further directions.
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Fig. 2. Combine LPR with fake packets.

• Arrival-rate objective: At most sensors, arrival packets are
coming from every direction with nearly equal rates. Although
the overall trend is that more real packets come from further
directions, this trend is balanced by fake packets coming from
closer directions. An adversary cannot determine the direction
of the receiver as he observes that packets come from all
directions at uniform rates.

In the next section, we will analyze the impact of the system
parameters on the performance of LPR with fake packet
injection. The analytical results will answer the question of
how to pick the values of the parameters in order to achieve
the above objectives.

Next, we show that the problem described in Fig. 1 of
Section III-C is unlikely to happen when LPR is applied
together with fake packet injection. In Fig. 1, node A is the
sensor where the adversary resides. Node B is the sensor
that forwards a real packet to A. Nodes C1 and C2 are
the neighbors to which A sends the real packet and the
fake packet, respectively. They will forward the received
packets, which reveal their locations to the adversary. We
have explained that the adversary can identify the direction of
the real packet through the relations among the transmissions
made from B to A, from A to C1, and from A to C2. It means
that fake packet injection has little effect when working with
traditional routing protocols. However, when LPR is used,
the direction to which the real packet is forwarded does not
necessarily point towards the receiver. This implies that nodes
B, A and C1 are likely to not locate along a line. It is possible
that the deviation of C1 from the line of B → A is larger than
that of C2, as shown in Fig. 2. In this case, the adversary can
hardly tell which of C1 and C2 is receiving the real packet.
If he follows his strategy to choose the one with smaller
deviation, he will trace to C2, which is the wrong way.

In the above discussion, we assume that the packet trans-
mitted from node B to node A is a real packet. If the packet
itself is fake, which is possible when LPR is applied together
with fake packet injection, then no matter where A forwards
the packet, the adversary will trace to a wrong way.

V. ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the properties of our defense
scheme, i.e., LPR with fake packet injection.

Consider an arbitrary sensor i that is not in the proximity
of the receiver. By Property 2, we know that the expected
packet rate from i to any closer neighbor is the same, which
is denoted as Rc. We also know that the expected packet rate
from i to any further neighbor is also the same, which is
denoted as Rf . There are three system parameters: i) Pf , the

probability of forwarding a real packet to a further neighbor,
ii) Pfake, the probability of generating a fake packet when
forwarding a real packet, and iii) Mfake, the number of
hops that a fake packet will be forwarded. First, we solve
the problem of how to determine the appropriate values for
the system parameters in order to meet the departure-rate
objective, which requires i to send packets to all neighbors at
equal expected rates, i.e., Rc = Rf . The arrival-rate objective
for equalizing expected arrival rates will be discussed later.

In the following, we derive a formula that establishes the
mathematical relation between Rc and Rf in the form of
Rf = F (Pf , Pfake, Mfake)Rc, where F is a certain function
of the system parameters. Once F is identified, in order to
achieve Rc = Rf , we can simply pick the values of the system
parameters to satisfy F (Pf , Pfake, Mfake) = 1.

Rf has two components: Rf,1, the expected rate of real
packets forwarded to a further neighbor due to randomized
routing of LPR, and Rf,2, the expected rate of fake packets
forwarded to a further neighbor.

Rf = Rf,1 + Rf,2 (2)

By Property 1, we have

Rf,1 =
Pfλ

1 − Pf
Rc (3)

where λ = nc

nf
, nc is the number of closer neighbors for i, and

nf is the number of further neighbors. Next we establish the
mathematical relation between Rf,2 and Rc. Let Rf,2(t) be
the expected rate of fake packets from i to a further neighbor
with the TTL field of the packets being t.

Rf,2 =
Mfake∑

t=1

Rf,2(t) (4)

We assume that the local network/traffic conditions are
roughly uniform in any sensor’s neighborhood. Hence, the ex-
pected departure rates of fake packets, Rf,2(t), t ∈ [1..Mfake],
are about the same for i and its neighbors.

If two neighboring nodes have the same distance to the
receiver, they will be in each other’s further lists (Sec-
tion IV-A). Let ne be the number of i’s neighbors that have
the same distance to the receiver as i does. These neighbors
are called pseudo-further neighbors. Let α = ne

nf
, which is the

percentage of nodes in the further list that are pseudo-further
neighbors. Note that i will receive fake packets from both its
closer neighbors and pseudo-further neighbors.

For each t ∈ [1..Mfake), the expected rate of fake packets
with TTL = t sent from i to all further neighbors is equal to
the expected rate of fake packets with TTL = t + 1 received
by i from all closer or pseudo-further neighbors. The former
is nfRf,2(t), and the latter is (nc +ne)Rf,2(t+1). Therefore,
nfRf,2(t) = (nc + ne)Rf,2(t + 1), which can be rewritten as

Rf,2(t) = (λ + α)Rf,2(t + 1) (5)

Recursively applying (5) to (4), we have

Rf,2 = Rf,2(Mfake)
Mfake∑

t=1

(λ + α)t−1 (6)
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Fig. 3. Computing the value of λ, which is the ratio of the number of closer
neighbors to the number of further neighbors. r is the transmission range of
i, and d is the distance from i to the receiver.

We need to derive Rf,2(Mfake) as a function of Rc. The
expected rate of real packets forwarded by i to all neighbors
is ncRc+nfRf,1. The expected rate of fake packets with TTL
= Mfake sent by i to all further neighbors is nfRf,2(Mfake).
For each real packet that i forwards, it generates a new fake
packet (TTL = Mfake) with probability Pfake. Therefore, we
have

(ncRc + nfRf,1)Pfake = nfRf,2(Mfake) (7)

Applying (3), we have

Rf,2(Mfake) = λ(1 +
Pf

1 − Pf
)PfakeRc (8)

Combining (6) and (8), we have

Rf,2 = λ(1 +
Pf

1 − Pf
)PfakeRc

Mfake∑
t=1

(λ + α)t−1 (9)

By (2), (3), and (9), we have

Rf

Rc
=

Pfλ

1 − Pf
+λ(1+

Pf

1 − Pf
)Pfake

Mfake∑
t=1

(λ+α)t−1 (10)

If our objective is to ensure Rc = Rf , then the values of Pf ,
Pfake and Mfake should be selected to satisfy the following
equation.

Pfλ

1 − Pf
+ λ(1 +

Pf

1 − Pf
)Pfake

Mfake∑
t=1

(λ + α)t−1 = 1 (11)

After picking the values for two parameters, the third one can
be calculated.

The values of λ and α can be determined by counting
the numbers of closer/further/pseudo-further neighbors. It
may also be approximately calculated if we assume that the
closer/further lists are constructed based on the neighbors’ dis-
tances to the receiver and assume that the physical distribution
of sensors is roughly uniform in a local neighborhood. In this
case, λ is approximately equal to the ratio of the size of area
I to the size of area II, and α is zero, as shown in Fig. 3. Let
r and d be the transmission range of i and the distance from
i to the receiver, respectively. We have

λ =
r2 cos−1 r

2d + 2d2 sin−1 r
2d − r

√
d2 − r2

4

πr2 − (r2 cos−1 r
2d + 2d2 sin−1 r

2d − r
√

d2 − r2

4 )
(12)

For each sensor, because λ is different, the parameter values
calculated based on (11) will also be different. However, for
all sensors distant from the receiver, the size of area I is close

to the size of area II, and λ can be approximated as one. For
these sensors, (11) can be simplified as

Pf

1 − Pf
+ (1 +

Pf

1 − Pf
)PfakeMfake = 1 (13)

Therefore, as an approximation, the parameter values can be
set the same for all distant sensors based on (13). If the sensor
network covers a large area and most sensors are distant from
the receiver, then we may practically pre-set the parameter
values for all sensors based on this equation.

Now we show that, if the departure-rate objective is met,
i.e., Rc = Rf , then the arrival-rate objective will also be met,
which requires sensor i to receive packets from all neighbors
at equal expected rates. Recall our assumption that the local
network/traffic conditions are roughly uniform in a sensor’s
neighborhood. It means that the neighbors of i send packets
to their neighbors at equal expected rates and, furthermore,
those expected rates are equal to the departure rates from i.
Consequently, i receives packets from the neighbors at equal
expected rates.

Finally, we relax the arrival-rate/departure-rate objectives
and generalize the formula for setting the system parameters in
order to make tradeoff between security strength and overhead.
The receiver’s location privacy is best protected when Rf

Rc
= 1

because, by following overheard packets, an adversary will
move randomly in the network. However, as we will see
shortly, the communication overhead of our defense scheme is
a function of Rf

Rc
. The higher the value of Rf

Rc
is, the higher the

overhead will be. One way to control the overhead is to relax
the arrival-rate/departure-rate objectives by allowing Rf

Rc
< 1.

Reducing the overhead can be achieved by lowering Rf

Rc
.

However, with Rc greater than Rf , when an adversary follows
the overheard packets, despite being frequently diverted away,
he will make statistical progress towards the receiver over the
long run. The lower the value of Rf

Rc
, the higher the speed of

the adversary moving towards the receiver, and the weaker the
security for the receiver. We characterize the overhead ratio
(denoted as OH) as the expected rate from i to all further
neighbors divided by the expected rate from i to all closer
neighbors.

OH =
nfRf

ncRc
=

1
λ

Rf

Rc
(14)

If a sensor-network application specifies the maximum al-
lowed overhead ratio, we can calculate the maximum value for
Rf

Rc
and then determine the values of the system parameters

based on (10) or the following approximation formula with
λ = 1 for distant sensors,

Pf

1 − Pf
+ (1 +

Pf

1 − Pf
)PfakeMfake =

Rf

Rc
(15)

which is the generalization of (13).
Our defense system can be further generalized by allowing

the expected rate Rf to vary among further neighbors and
Rc to vary among closer neighbors. This generalization can
be realized as follows: When a closer (or further) neighbor is
selected as the next hop for a packet, instead of choosing
it from the closer (further) list uniformly at random, we
may choose it based on a certain non-uniform probability
distribution on the list. For example, while keeping the
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overhead ratio smaller than one, we may forward more fake
packets to a selected set of further neighbors such that the
expected rates to them are as high as the expected rates to the
closer neighbors, whereas the expected rates to other further
neighbors are smaller. How to use such a generalization to
enhance the receiver’s security is a subject of our future work.

In the next section, we will use simulations to show
how different values of the system parameters affect the
performance and overhead of our defense scheme. We will
compare our scheme with others and demonstrate how the
tradeoff between performance and overhead can be tuned
through the system parameters.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance of our new methods through
simulations based on three criteria: delivery time, strength of
privacy protection, and energy cost, which will be defined
shortly. We compare our methods with single-path routing
and two other location-privacy protection schemes: Phantom
routing in [1] and DEFP in [2]. Single-path routing is used as
the baseline scheme. Although Phantom routing is originally
designed for protecting the location privacy of source nodes,
to some extent it can also be used to protect the receiver’s
location privacy. We assign the random walk distance in the
directed random walk phase of Phantom routing to be 10
hops. For DEFP, we use the default configuration settings
in the original paper [2]. For LPR, the further/closer lists
are calculated based on the Euclidean distances from the
nodes to the receiver. When evaluating the strength of privacy
protection, we first study the scenario where fake packets
are not generated and then move to the scenario where
fake packets are used. We will see that, with the significant
energy overhead, fake packet injection is able to enhance the
protection strength by two orders of magnitude or more.

A. Delivery Time

Delivery time is the time it takes a packet to move from its
source node to the receiver under a certain routing protocol.
In our simulations, it is measured as the average number of
hops that packets from a selected source node traverse before
reaching the receiver. The baseline single-path routing scheme
has the smallest delivery time because the packets always
follow the shortest path to the receiver. For other schemes,
the packets may follow longer paths due to randomization
introduced in the routing process.

The impact on the routing path length by LPR and other
schemes is examined in Fig. 4. Our simulation uses a sensor
network of 2,500 nodes with the average number of neighbors
being 8. In the figure, baseline represents the single-path
routing scheme, and LPR is assigned with different Pf values:
0%, 12.5%, 25.0%, and 37.5%. Fake packet injection is turned
off in this simulation.

Comparing with single-path routing, which is optimal in
delivery time, all other schemes have longer routing paths. The
average path length in LPR increases when the value of Pf

increases. When Pf becomes 37.5%, the average path length
becomes 10 times of the length of the shortest path. This
suggests that Pf should not be assigned a large value unless
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Fig. 4. Average path length in number of hops. LPR is assigned four different
Pf values: 0%, 12.5%, 25.0%, and 37.5%. Baseline represents the baseline
single-path routing scheme.

extremely strong protection for location privacy is required.
In fact, from the simulation results in the next subsection, we
will see that strong protection can be achieved with small Pf

values when fake packets are used.

B. Strength of Privacy Protection

To evaluate the strength of location-privacy protection, we
use two criteria: the safe time of the receiver and the attack
time of the adversary. The receiver’s safe time is measured
as the number of packets delivered before the receiver is
captured. The adversary’s attack time is measured as the
number of moving steps (from one sensor location to a
neighbor) the adversary has to make before he reaches the
receiver. We perform the simulations on a sensor network
of 900 nodes, among which 100 randomly-selected ones are
source nodes that periodically generate data packets for the
receiver. The source period is defined as the time between
two packets generated from a source node. The initial distance
from the adversary to the receiver is 15 hops. The adversary
has the characteristics described in Section III-B. In his
attack strategy, the adversary stays in one position to overhear
packets, and move to the next location based on the policy
described in Section III-C. If no packet is overheard for a
duration of 100 source periods, the adversary backtracks to
his previous location. The adversary remembers 5 steps in
his moving history. After his history record is exhausted, he
walks randomly until catching a packet. We set a time limit
for our simulation, which is the time for 500,000 packets to
be delivered. The program terminates if the adversary cannot
capture the receiver in the time limit.

We first study the case without fake packets. The receiver’s
location privacy is protected only through path randomization.
Fig. 5 shows the simulation results on the safe time provided
by single-path routing (baseline), Phantom routing, DEFP, and
LPR with varying Pf values. When single-path routing is used,
the receiver is captured after about 600 packets are delivered.
Phantom routing improves the safe time to around 890 packets.
LPR provides different safe times when different Pf values are
used. When Pf is greater than 30%, the safe time of LPR is
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Fig. 6. Attack time under different schemes without fake packet injection.
LPR is assigned with varying Pf value.

several times longer than those of other schemes, but it also
has longer delivery time and higher energy cost. Without fake
packets, the safe time of DEFP is even lower than single-path
routing (baseline).

An interesting observation is that the safe time of LPR is
slightly worse than that of single-path routing when Pf is very
small. That can be explained as follows. First, a very small
value for Pf leads to insignificant randomization in routing
paths, and the effect of misleading the adversary is negligible.
Second, the path randomization allows the packets to better
utilize the network bandwidth, which has a greater impact than
the slight increase in average path length when Pf is small.

Fig. 6 presents the simulation results on the attack time, i.e.,
the number of moving steps the adversary has to take before
he reaches the receiver. The figure shows that LPR makes the
adversary to move more steps than other schemes, even when
Pf is as small as 0.025. When Pf is as large as 0.35, the
number of steps that adversary has to move in LPR is many
times of that in other schemes.

The above simulations do not use fake packets. Although
routing randomization achieves a certain level of protection,
the security it provides for the receiver is insufficient for

TABLE I
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR LPR AND DEFP WITH FAKE PACKETS

Safe time Attack time Path length

Baseline 600.5 15.17 15.07

Phantom 894.3 26.74 26.77

DEFP+fake 3030.5 185.1 31.27

LPR+fake 370299 1875.7 27.21

critical applications. The safe time of the receiver and the
attack time of the adversary under LPR are in the same order
as or only one order of magnitude higher than those under
the baseline single-path routing scheme. The reason is that,
although routing paths are randomized, the overall traffic trend
remains flowing towards the receiver. Consequently, by tracing
the packets, the adversary will statistically make progress
towards the receiver. Now, if LPR is combined with fake
packets, the adversary will overhear packets flowing from and
to all directions at much more uniform rates, which makes
it hard for the adversary to deduce correct information from
locally transmitted packets. Table I shows the performance of
single-path routing (baseline), Phantom routing, DEFP with
fake packets, and LPR with fake packets. Note that the first
two schemes do not use fake packets by design. In this
simulation, the parameters in LPR are set as follows: Pf = 0,
Mfake = 7, and Pfake = 44%. For each hop a real packet
moves, the average number of hops taken by the corresponding
fake packet is Pfake ·Mfake = 3.1. We assign the parameters
with the above values because the resulting energy cost is
approximately equivalent to the energy cost of DEFP, which
is about 7 times the energy cost of the baseline single-path
routing scheme. It is worth noting that such a high energy
cost is not always required. The next subsection shows the
performance of LPR in varied energy cost levels. In Table I,
the safe time and the attack time are defined as before. The
path length is the average number of hops on the routing paths
from the source nodes to the receiver. This value indicates
the delivery time under a given routing scheme. The table
shows that DEFP can only improve safety moderately, which
means DEFP is not a good solution for the packet-tracing
attack. However, LPR with fake packet injection improves
safety significantly. Its save time is more than 100 times higher
than DEFP, and its attack time is 10 times that of DEFP.

C. Tradeoff Between Energy Cost and Protection Strength

For those applications where the energy cost is as important
as the safety of the receiver, one may achieve a balance
between energy cost and protection strength by adjusting the
value of the system parameter Pfake. We have simulated LPR
with fake packet injection for different Pfake values to exam
the influence of Pfake on the performance/overhead tradeoff.
Other parameters remain the same as previous. The energy
cost is measured as the ratio of the total number of hops
that all packets (real or fake) are forwarded under a given
scheme to the total number of hops forwarded under the
baseline single-path routing scheme. Fig. 7 and 8 present the
simulation results on safe time and energy cost, respectively.
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The Y axis of Fig. 7 is not linearly scaled so that the data can
be more clearly presented. We find that the safe time of LPR
grows linearly when Pfake increases from 0 to 14%. After
that, it climbs drastically faster. When Pfake reaches 50%,
the safe time becomes one thousand times as long as that of
the baseline scheme. At the mean time, the energy cost is
always linear to the value of Pfake. We are interested in the
region of Pfake between 15% and 30%, where the energy cost
is acceptable while excellent protection strength is achieved.
Fig. 9 demonstrates the tradeoff between safe time and energy
consumption and compares LPR and DEFP. The curves are
obtained by varying the probability of fake packet generation
(Pfake). We can see that, with energy increased, the safe time
archived by LPR climbs much more quickly than that under
DEFP.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we design LPR, a location-privacy routing
protocol, and combine it with fake packet injection to protect
the location privacy of the receiver in a sensor network. We
study the packet-tracing attack, in which an adversary traces
the location of a receiver by eavesdropping and following the
packets transmitted in the sensor network. This attack cannot
be effectively countered by the existing approaches. Our sys-
tem addresses the attack in two ways. First, LPR randomizes
the routing paths. Second, fake packet injection attempts to
make both incoming packets and outgoing packets uniformly
distributed in all directions at a node. This makes it very
hard for an adversary to infer the location of or the direction
to the receiver. Moreover, the tradeoff between protection
strength and energy consumption is made tunable through
two system parameters. We perform extensive simulations
to evaluate LPR with false packet injection based on three
criteria: delivery time, protection strength, and energy cost.
The results show that, comparing with other methods, LPR
with fake packet injection provides stronger protection for the
receiver’s location privacy. In the future work, we will extend
our study to networks with multiple receivers, and we will
also formally analyze the performance of our scheme.
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